Jeep liberty tail light problems

Driving at night with either brake lights or tail lights not working is dangerous for you and other
drivers on the road. It takes a long time to notice when the brake lights not working but tail
lights are or vice versa. Both brake and tail lights are crucial for road safety. It can cause severe
accidents, especially on dark streets or during heavy rain and snow. The cops will also flag you
if they see you are during without functioning lights. The possible reasons for brake lights not
working but tail lights are :. Blown out light bulbs are the most common reason for why the
brake lights not working but the tail lights are. Remove the screws from the bulb lens which you
can access through the trunk or see your vehicle repair manual to get the exact location. Push
the bulbs and turn them counterclockwise to remove from the socket. You need to replace
bulbs if they have got darkened or the filaments are blown. Choose the new bulbs of the same
type and wattage. In most European cars, the same bulb does the job of the tail and brake
lighting. However, it has double filaments, allowing one set still working while the other set is
burnt. You have to find the fuse box or the power distribution center PDC. You will get the fuse
panel under the dashboard and the PDC under the hood. The brake light switch is also to be
found under the dashboard and check if its plunger touches the brake pedal arm. Any problem
with the fuse box and light switch will affect the brake lights. In case if the fuse is blown, change
it with a new one. Remember that the new one has to have the same amperage of the old unit.
Besides, try to find out the cause of the blown fuse. Otherwise, it will be a recurring problem. If
the brake light switch is functional, you have to check for a bad electrical ground some car
models have the switch provided ground. It could happen due to a loose connection of the wire
or the corrosion or damage of the wire ends. Connect the light switch to a good ground with a
jumper wire and press the brake pedal. If the brake light turns on, you have to fix the ground
connection. If all the components mentioned above are working just fine, you have to look
somewhere else to find the source of the problem. The wiring from the fuse panel to the brake
light switch and from the switch to the bulb sockets and lights could be loose or frayed. The
connection and the bulb housing could be corroded. You have to change these parts if found
any such problem. The brake light circuit can be a part of the turn signal circuit in some vehicle
models. If the test light is not on, you have to change this wire. The rear and headlights have
separate connections. Tail lights could turn off for several reasons and they are almost similar
to the causes why brake lights not working but tail lights are. If you still cannot find out the
problem for your non-functional brake lights or tail lights or are not sure about the steps
mentioned above, take the vehicle to an expert mechanic. Brake lights, tail lights are the most
famous car parts that car owners want to understand about, since there are so many problems
around them. In this article, our car experts will help car owners answer some of the most
common questions:. What would cause brake lights not to work? Luckily, all of these problems
can be spotted and solved easily. There are many causes for tail light constantly staying on
while the car is turned off: A broken brake light switch, damaged trailer light plug, faulty brake
light switch stopper, broken wiring harness,â€¦ There are various reasons, however, you can
check whether it is the brake lights or the tail lights to see which are the parts having problems.
They are different. Brake lights are the lights that turn on immediately when drivers press the
brakes pedal, while tail lights are only engaged while your parking brake is on or when you turn
on the headlights. You can also recognize by the color: The tail lights are normal red, while the
brake lights are a more luminous red on most cars. In the situation when brake lights are not
working properly, you need to make sure that the power is going through and check the fuse. If
the brakes lights are turned on at the same time as turn signal lights, you need to bring it to the
mechanics for a check. In cases that you need to check brake lights, this is the guideline:. First
of all, turn the ignition on. You need the ignition to be turned on in order to give brake lights a
clear check. Also, make sure the vehicle is not in gear and open the car door. The next step is to
find a floor brush or mop and put its end on the brake pedal. By doing this, you can apply
pressure to the pedal while also checking the brake lights. Car owners can now push down until
the brake is engaged and locked in place. Now you can get behind your car and check the brake
lights. Lucky for us, a brake light is quite cheap compared to other car parts. It is always a
minimal cost for replacing the brake light bulb. It depends on the design of the brake lights:
Some automobile manufacturers design it to be easy to rewire, but some automobiles required
tail light removal in order to replace and rewire brake lights. First of all, you will get pulled over
and be fined by a police officer since it is definitely illegal to drive without a working brake light.
Second of all, other drivers cannot see you very well in the dark. Without brake lights, it is
impossible for them to know whether you are stopping or not, so accidents on the road are very
likely. This is the maximum time for brake light bulb replacement since it is not complicated at
all. The process should be around 40 to 60 minutes to complete. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome
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It was in production for 10 years from the year until the year When it was replaced in , the Jeep
Cherokee took over. The Cherokee had been what the Liberty was called in markets outside of
North America. Arguably that means the Liberty is still in production, but now it is just known as
the Jeep Cherokee. In terms of the Liberty itself, you can still get used ones on the market from
the 10 years it was in production. Sales for the Jeep Liberty were moderate, and rarely cracked ,
units per year when they were in production. The Liberty was fairly popular in its day, but it was
not without its problems as well. If you're interested in picking up a used Liberty for yourself,
it's good to be familiar with the problems that the various model years were faced with.
Unfortunately, the model year of the Jeep Liberty had a number of issues right out of the gate
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration logged hundreds of complaints relating to
seatbelt and airbag problems. There were problems with people getting into accidents and the
airbags not deploying, and other times the airbags deployed for no reason. Based on the
NHTSA reviews there were 78 injuries and two deaths related to this problem as well as 55
crashes into fires. This is a very serious issue and should definitely give you pause before
considering looking into a Liberty. There have been 14 recalls issued for the Jeep Liberty. Some
of them were remarkably extensive and dealt with very serious issues. The inadvertent airbag
deployment was something that had a recall associated with it and affected just over
three-quarters of a million vehicles. There was also recall because of post-collision fire after
rear impact. A fuel leak could have led to a fire and this led to the recall of over 1. There was a
second recall issued for the airbag deployment issue that covers just under three-quarters of a
million vehicles as well. Another recall affected just over , vehicles relating to a problem with
the front lower ball joints. That could have led to a loss of steering control and increased
accident risks. The rear crash test rating was actually poor while the rest was just marginal
overall. It would be in your best interests to avoid this model year if possible. In one of the main
issues relating to problems with a Liberty was the lower ball joints in the front suspension. The
NHTSA logs hundreds of complaints about this and there is reportedly one death related to it as
well. Some drivers experienced issues with the ball joint snapping causing the control arm to
break which made them lose control of the vehicle. The same rear end collision issue was
prevalent in this model year which related to fuel leaks as a result of collisions. Many drivers
also expressed a problem with window regulator failure. This was a recurring issue with the
number of vehicles in which the window would either only have open or closed and the motor
that operated the window would make quite an annoying sound while you're trying to operate it.
There have been 13 recalls related to the Liberty, many of them the same that had been around
for the previous year. Airbag deployment issues, post-collision fire hazards, and so on.
Unsurprisingly, the model year for the Jeep Liberty featured a lot of the same suspension
problems that the previous years had. The issue with the windows continued on to this model
year as well. The model year had a recall that affected just over , vehicles relating to the rear
lower control arm. This is an addition to the continuing problem with the front lower ball joints,
meaning that the suspension has the potential to fail in both the front and the back of the
vehicle. The number of recalls were also issued relating to problems with the amber side
reflectors feeling to meet safety standards, which meant that you have the potential to have
lower visibility in failing light. In there were some serious issues with fuel systems. In particular
there was an issue that was prominent in several different Jeep models related to the gas tank
overflowing when you were filling it up. This was often chalked up to user error, but so many
drivers of Jeep specifically had the same problem even at different gas stations where the tank
would continue to fill until overflowing. The number of drivers experiencing gas that ended up
pouring out of the side of the tag and even splashing onto themselves which was a clear safety
risk. Suspension issues and issues with the windows also continue to be a problem for this

model year. We're here at a jury appears to determine which shop. It seems like the model year
was the worst one for the Jeep Liberty. There were numerous complaints relating to issues with
the windows. The window regulator broke routinely, and that led to a number of drivers
experiencing the window simply falling open. The NHTSA logged hundreds of complaints
related to the same issue, including at least one that led to a crash. The problem was that this
would happen quite unexpectedly, and it would be extremely loud when the window simply fell
inside the door panel and smashed. The same fuel problem for the previous year was an issue
with as well. Drivers were experienced filling the gas tank to the point that it overflows without
warning. There were 10 recalls issues that affected the year. Again, the lower control arm
fractures in the we are impact fire damage were covered as well as the lower ball joints. There
was another recall that affected just under , Vehicles related to overheating ventilators and AC
blower motors. Based on the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash testing, the Jeep
Liberty was also poorly rated, in particular is it related to rear crash test results. The Jeep
Liberty fared a little bit better in than it did in in terms of problems reported by drivers.
Unfortunately, the window issue was still a big spot that affected many drivers and the issue
with the gas tank overflowing still had not gone away. There were a few other issues overall
with this model year though. Many of the same recalls that had affected previous years were
still in place for this one. Even though there were still issues with the gas tank overflowing and
problems with the windows for the Liberty model year, one of the biggest recurring issues for
this year was a faulty TIPM. The TIPM is what Chrysler called the total integrated power module,
a kind of electronic brain for many years of their vehicle models for a number of years.
Unfortunately, the TIPM was riddled with issues no matter what model they were put in and
routinely malfunctioned. When a TIPM went bad it could roll down your windows and start
blasting the radio even when you weren't in the car. Recalls for the Jeep Liberty year were
finally different, at least, than previous years. This was likely because this was the first year for
the second generation of Jeep Libertys, so many of the prior systems were no longer in place.
That said, there was a recall affecting just over 62, models related to a drive shaft failure that
could have caused airbag deployment. All things being equal, the model year was not a
particularly bad one for the Jeep Liberty. There were still some issues with the fuel systems,
and some drivers had problems with the TIPM issues and their Electronics, but they were not
too bad overall. There was only one recall issued that affected the Jeep Liberty and it's a
remarkably limited one. In fact, only 44 vehicles were affected by an issue relating to
aftermarket suspension systems. The crash tests were better for the model, they were still poor
overall when it came to rear crash test ratings and the side rating was not good either. The
problem with TIPM not working properly was still prevalent in , and these actually affected
nearly every Jeep model around the same time. These components were a massive failure for a
number of years. The issue with fuel spilling from the tank when it overflowed was also on
going. There are only two recalls that affected the Jeep Liberty, and both affected only around
20, vehicles. One related to a potential failure in the brakes because of a brake booster input
Ron, and the other related to a hydraulic control unit that could lead to a loss of brake fluid. In
they were still issues with the TIPM unfortunately, and with the fuel tank overflowing. There are
also some scattered reports of engine failure , but these were lower numbers overall. They were
bigger issues with recalls for this model year however including two fairly significant ones. The
first related to active headrest not deploying during a crash. This affected just over , vehicles.
The other was related to that and dealt with head restraints not deploying properly and this
affected over , vehicles. On the upside, the crash test ratings had improved substantially for this
year. They were still not great, but the rear rating had improved from a poor to an acceptable,
which is pretty good overall. This was the final production year for the Jeep Liberty, and it was
still plagued with a number of problems. The TIPM was an utter failure, and there were also
issues with airbag problems. Some drivers would have airbag lights that would come on for no
reason, and others had a more serious issue of the airbag simply not deploying during
accidents. There were four recalls that affected the model year. The active headrest not
deploying was a problem still for this year, affecting several hundred thousand vehicles overall.
There were a lot of problems over the year run of the Jeep Liberty that can't be overlooked.
Some of the problems led to serious accidents and in a few cases, people even died as a result
of these problems. For that reason, you should definitely avoid the model years that we
mentioned that had severe issues. They were a few model years that were better overall, but
with the amount of problems that the TIPM modules had for every Chrysler vehicle, the second
generation is really a gamble if you're looking in that direction. Crash test ratings were never
that great for Jeep Libertys either, and that's potentially part of the reason why Jeep ended up
scrapping this model completely and went to the Jeep Cherokee instead. If you can get a good
deal on a Jeep Liberty, and you can get it checked by a trusted mechanic ahead of time to make

sure it's going to be at least somewhat reliable vehicle, then it may be worth your while. But if
you have other options that are in the same price range, you do yourself a favour to consider
looking at another make and model if it's at all a possibility. Why Us? How it works What we do
Blog. All Rights Reserved. Jeep Liberty owners have reported 15 problems related to brake light
under the exterior lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also
please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Jeep Liberty based on all problems
reported for the Liberty. Traveling last night and the lights went up, down then out for almost 20
seconds and doing 40 mph is scary. The lights finally came on but then they dim up and down.
Before this last week the cruise control would not disengage. I never know what's going to
happen when I drive this vehicle and the worst thing is taking it out at night and having the
lights go out. This week was the forth time that has happened thank god it happened on a
lighted road but I still had no brake lights. All times this has happened I've been on interstate
highways and traveling at night. See all problems of the Jeep Liberty. Tl the contact owns a
Jeep Liberty. While driving at an unknown speed at night, the contact was alerted by another
motorist that her rear lights were not illuminated. Once the contact arrived home, she noticed
that all the lights in the rear of the vehicle were not illuminated. The contact stated that the
brake lights have failed multiple times. The dealer and manufacturer were not contacted. The
vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , Third brake light
rust, due to poor seal and design. Cost hundreds of dollars in repairs, which is silent until the
light falls out and damage is beyond a simple repair. I was alerted to this by the auto body shop,
that told me it was common in Jeep Liberty, and did my research. We are the only owners, and it
has good service records. Spend half of it's time parked in a garage, why is this a issue. Why
are many Jeep owners having this issue. Jeep is being repaired light fell out, therefore making it
unsafe to drive. I will have a bill for repair at completion. My husband was leaving our driveway
when the light was noticed hanging, before it could fall out in traffic. This time the metal
connectors in the brake light assembly have melted plastic around them, so it does not connect
with the socket connectors and that means no brake lights. Appears, based on the volume of
youtube repair videos, that this is a common safety issue but when I looked at recalls and
contacted Jeep, it is not an item of concern. The brake lights dont work, that should be a
concern. Rust around third brake light caused light housing to fall out of rear hatchback thus
causing a safety issue. My brake lights keep burning out , I have replaced the entire light
housing on both sides and now the passenger side brake light has burned out 3 threes times
again and the socket that houses the light bulb is burned again after replacing the entire unit
last summer. Also epecially when it is cold my car doesn't feel like it has any suspension , it
makes noises when ever I go over a bump , I have complained about this ever since I bought car
brand new to the dealer and they told me nothing is wrong. The back rear brake light has been
out, I replaced the bulb and also had the wiring checked, cannot figure out what is wrong, then I
noticed on several other vehicles like mine either the left or right back brake lights were also
out. The other vehicles appeared to be a Jeep Liberty. Both tailights melted. The inside cover
around the bulb melted onto the bulb. The outside cover melted to be concave in shape. I
removed the melted inside pieces and replaced the bulbs. I later cracked the right tailight and
replaced it. The outside cover of the new right tailight has melted to be concave but still works.
In may of the left tailight brake light bulb was out. I replaced the bulb but it did not work. I
replaced the socket and it still didn't work because it was melted so bad. I finally ended up
replacing the tailight. The parts guy said there was a notation that if you were replacing the
tailight because it melted this new tailight was much better. So, they know the tailights melt but
are unwilling to pay for the replacement. The contact owns a Jeep Liberty. The contact stated
that the rear brake lights overheated causing the plastic inside to melt. The dealer was made
aware of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure and current mileage was , My
brake light is not functioning. I went to dealership to have them replace bulb, but the dealership
checked bulbs and bulbs were good. The dealership has notified me that there is a wiring issue
with the brake lights. This is definitely a safety issue. If my brake lights fail during the day or
night this could be a huge liability to Chrysler. I have to go back to dealer when I have more
time. They said that they did not have time to fix it today. I hope that this is taken care of ASAP.
The contact stated that the driver side brake light failed intermittently. The dealer made six
attempts to duplicate the failure. The vehicle was taken to private mechanic who was also
unable to duplicate the failure. In addition, the contact stated that the window regulators were
faulty and she was unable to close the windows once they had been opened. The driver side
window was replaced twice. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure but no repairs
were performed. The current mileage was 98, and the approximate failure mileage was 45,
Premature rust through on window frame around rear hatch glass. Most likely caused by water
leaking through the rear upper brake light. The contact stated that the brake lights had gone out

completely. The service station stated that the light bulbs failed and they replaced the bulbs.
The current mileage was 66, and the failure mileage was unknown. The contact stated that his
brake lights stopped working. A private mechanic inspected the vehicle and found everything to
be working except the lights. The mechanic also replaced the brake pedal switch. The purchase
date was unknown. The current mileage is 46, and failure mileage was 45, The contact stated
that top brake light in the back was corroded and the paint iwas bubbling up. He could not
secure the light on the top anymore. The contact was going to take the light off and take
pictures. The contact hhad the vehicle since December The contact believed that thiswas a
vehicle defect and a safety hazard. The contact was told by Chrysler that the brake light was not
under warranty. The current and failure mileage were both 45, Car Problems. Brake Light
problem of the Jeep Liberty 1. Brake Light problem of the Jeep Liberty 2. Brake Light problem of
the Jeep Liberty 3. Brake Light problem of the Jeep Liberty 4. Brake Light problem of the Jeep
Liberty 5. Brake Light problem of the Jeep Liberty 6. Brake Light problem of the Jeep Liberty 7.
Brake Light problem of the Jeep Liberty 8. Brake Light problem of the Jeep Liberty 9. Brake
Light problem of the Jeep Liberty Problem Category Number of Problems Headlights problems
Headlights problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Headlight Switch problems. Tail Light Switch
problems. Turn Signal problems. Fog Light Switch problems. Turn Signal Switch problems.
Back Up Lights problems. Brake Light Switch problems. Jeep Liberty owners have reported 12
problems related to tail light switch under the exterior lighting category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Jeep Liberty based on all problems reported for the Liberty. The contact owns a Jeep Liberty.
The contact stated that both driver and passenger tail lights had overheated which caused both
housing plastic lens to melt from the bulb. The contact also noticed that the wiring harness was
also overheated which contributed to the failure. The contact took the vehicle to john elway's
claremont Chrysler Dodge Jeep ram auto center dr, claremont, CA where she given a diagnostic
fee to the vehicle inspected, the contact declined the diagnostic fee. The manufacturer had yet
to be notified of the failure. The vehicle had yet be repaired. The failure mileage was
approximately , See all problems of the Jeep Liberty. I've to replace the rear tail light assembly 4
times, it keeps blowing out the brake and tail light. I lease my vehicle from jd byrider we first
noticed the windows after my purchase. I went there 3 times he said he would have to take the
door apart. While at the drive inns I realized there was no heat I was freezing they attempted to
fix it worked like 2 days then stopped. The 4 wheel drive sticks I'm not sure if its electrical cuz
the windows dont work n when it rains the tailgate light comes on with the inside lights? I have
read about ppls cars catching on fire they had no way to escape due to windows in these Jeeps
I have been in a burning van on route 20 in girard community auto did something bad to my van
and this is the first time me driving in years. Vehicle was in motion. A CO worker told me my tail
light was out and the next day I looked at it and tried to replace the bulb but the bulb was melted
and broken inside the lens. The bulb was melted to a piece of plastic inside. To some type of fin.
This is the driver side tail light. I also had the same problem with the passenger side tail light
assembly earlier this year. I replaced the bulb 3 times before I figured out what the problem was.
Now the same problem has occured with the driver side tail light assembly. The bulb melted to
that fin inside the assembly and could not be removed to replace the bulb. This could have
caused a fire. Or a wreck since my brake lights did not work until this tail light assembly was
special ordered and relaced, which took a couple of days to receive. This problem seems like a
defect. My tail lights don't work the instrument panel stopped lighting up. In I purchased a Jeep
Liberty , for the past several months my car was making a strange noise. I've had a diagnostic
test done on my vehcile came back fine , oil changes, engine flushed, filers, transmisiion
checked, all fluids the hole nine yards. Still I could here this noise. In January of , we've had to
repacle ball barrings, the sun roof jammed, I put in my back tail lights 3times keep blowing out,
the door locks started to jam. On March 5, ,. I was driving on the freeway and the engine light
came on, the car jerked as I contiuned, then it slowed down and this load noise started coming
from under the hood of my truck. I got over into the far right lane and told my wife that the car
started to go slow by it self. As I came into a parking lot and wanted to park my truck it jerk
again, as I began to park my reverse went out, so I had to park in such away that I did not have
to use my reverse to get out of a parking spot. I was taking my wife to a job interview with the
secetary of states office what are the odds that happening to someone. My wife went to
interview we took the service drive and some back streets to get to our home. I got up the next
day to take it to the shop and the hold transmission had gone out and all the fluids were in our
driveway. I don't have , miles on the truck nor is this truck five or ten years old. Why are all
these things happening , this truck just turn4yrs old? Someone please tell me how your
transmission just die and we've never had an accident, just the usual maintance on the truck.
My job put us on 30hrs a week. Sincerely, mr. Leonard king. While parked, the contact noticed

that the passenger side taillight bulb was burned. The contact replaced the bulb but the failure
continued. The driver side tail light also burned out. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for
diagnostics. The technician stated that the taillight assembly would have to be replaced due to
overheating, which had melted the assembly. The vehicle was repaired. The approximate failure
mileage was 55, The contact stated that while driving 20 mph, the vehicle emitted a rubber
burning smell from the tail lights. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who advised that the
cause of the failure was electrical wires from the tail lights. The vehicle was not repaired. Both
of the tail lights remained burned. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was
54, and the current mileage was 55, Headlights will flash on and off while driving. Headlight and
tail light bulbs all burn out at once. Interior lights flash on and off while driving. Back up light
switch quit working. Left tail light burned out and melted the tail light. It continues to go out and
is a safety problem. I would like to know if there was a re-call for these parts and if so, why I was
not contacted. If no re-call was issued I would like to speak with someone regarding
reimbursement for the defect. This not only was a potential fire hazard but it caused my vehicle
to lose its brakelights,causing a driving safety hazard. My rear tail lights and stop lights bulbs
keep burniging out. The rear passenger housing has been replaced free by the dealer. Since
then I have had to replace the same housing in less than two years. The rear tail lamp and brake
lamp bulbs do not burn the filament the light bulbs actually explode inside the housing or melt
the housing. The plugs that hold the bulbs are scorched. I have both the rear lamp and plugs to
show the defect. I am not the isolated case: most Liberty owners and some grand cherokee
owners have had the same problems. My second complaint is a fuel leak at the connection of
the fuel heating element. The filter head where the fuel filter is attached also has a heating
elemnt. The electic plug connection at the head leaked fuel onto the connection. I observed
when the ignition was tuned on, the fuel leaked and vaporize as it was being shorted and
heated. I disconnected the electric plug. Will be replacing scorched connection and filter head
as soon as possible. I will keep all defective parts for your inspecton upon your request thank
you. Car Problems. Tail Light Switch problem of the Jeep Liberty 1. Tail Light Switch problem of
the Jeep Liberty 2. Tail Light Switch problem of the Jeep Liberty 3. Tail Light Switch problem of
the Jeep Liberty 4. Tail Light Switch problem of the Jeep Liberty 5. Tail Light Switch problem of
the Jeep Liberty 6. Tail Light Switch problem of the Jeep Liberty 7. Tail Light Switch problem of
the Jeep Liberty 8. Tail Light Switch problem of the Jeep Liberty 9. Tail Light Switch problem of
the Jeep Liberty Problem Category Number of Problems Headlights problems Headlights
problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Headlight Switch problems. Brake Light problems. Turn
Signal problems. Fog Light Switch problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Back Up Lights
problems. Brake Light Switch problems. It is different than the anti-lock brake system, which
gets its own ABS warning light. The brake light indicates that there is a problem with the
physical braking system itself. If you are reading this article trying to figure out whether you
should drive your vehicle, check the emergency brake first. The brake light is perhaps the most
important warning light of all. We do not recommend driving with this light on at all. Doing so
may lead to injury when the brakes fail. The brake warning light indicates that your Liberty has
detected that one of its major brake components has failed, typically detected through a loss of
pressure. Either the brakes need bled, or there is a leak. Now if it is low, but not empty, adding
more may provide a temporary fix. If the brake fluid is leaking out over the brake pads and
shoes, it means poor brake performance. Just remember, it had to leak out somewhere, and that
adding fluid without fixing the problem is just a temporary solution. The leak can get worse over
time and lead to brake failure. Your brake system is divided into two circuits. These circuits cut
the brake system in two. In most vehicles this switch is located in the master cylinder. Some
vehicles will now activate the brake warning light on the dash if the actual brake lights behind it
go bad. Check to see that both of them are lighting up. If not, try replacing the bulb and see if
that solves the problem. The only way to turn the brake light off is to restore proper line
pressure to both brake circuits when the pedal is pushed. Just have it towed to a mechanic. If
you mess up fixing your engine, the vehicle does not move. Good luck diagnosing the issue. If
there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Jeep Liberty Brake
Warning Light Causes The brake warning light indicates that your Liberty has detected that one
of its major brake components has failed, typically detected through a loss of pressure.
Pressure Differential Switch Your brake system is divided into two circuits. Check the Brake
Lights Some vehicles will now activate the brake warning light on the dash if the actual brake
lights behind it go bad. Log in or Sign up. Jul 7, at PM 1. Hi guys new here, i have a liberty 3.
Recently the left tail light went out i got a new one and it still would not light up i tried the same
bulb on the right side and it works fine? Brake lights work fine just no tail light on rear left, oh
also no front marker light but again bulb works when installed on right side. When i hook trailer
up i have no lights but brake lights work fine on trailer. Any idea what has gone wrong? Jul 7, at

PM 2. In HongC. Check your fuses for starters and don't believe the owners manual! Ask me
why! Also, check for corrosion within the actual bulb receptacle or for a loose wire. Jul 7, at PM
3. Will do! Jul 7, at PM 4. I had on my 02, the tail light didn't work but the brake light worked
what I did was swap the entire bulb socket to the reverse lights, and now both work for mine it
was the fact that the sockets have the low voltage for tail lights and higher voltage for the
brakelights, there was a problem with the low voltage and since the revese light only comes on
bright, I didn't need to replace the bulb socket you might want to just try swaping the bulb
socket around but since you have a problem with a front light, it might not be your problem. Jul
7, at PM 5. My dad's dodge had a similar problem and it ended up being a bad ground. Jul 7, at
PM 6. Also try using some small folded emory cloth in the socket where bulb hits contacts. Use
contact cleaner spray afterwards. The problem with Ryan's owners manual is that it incorrectly
identified the wrong fuse number for the front 12V accessory socket. That was corrected when I
looked it up in the factory service manual and found the discrepancy, and tested to identify
correct fuse location. Jul 8, at AM 7. Jul 8, at AM 8. Jul 9, at AM 9. No corrosion found all wires
are good and tight now about the fuses??? There are also other fuses that are different from
what it says they should be according to the manual. Jul 9, at AM Do you have a Canadian
export model? This will effect fuse locations. Here is the Export wiring diagram it comes off 4
way flashers try giving the four way a click on and off and test ground as well. Also turn signal
stock, try turn on and use the dimmer up and down and see if there is a bad ground in the
multi-function switch turn signal switch The 04 manual is not the brightest as mentioned before.
Here is the connector ground splice connector locations in harness Took me 45 min to get ya
this.. Jul 12, at PM Moose, you need to replace the trailer module converter, its what is causing
your lights at the front and rear to not work, you probably have a light on in the dash for the turn
signal, the fuse which if i remember right is number 10 located in the dash beside the driver is
blown, if you remove the harness and reconnect direct after changing that fuse you will find
your lights will all work again, getting a new wiring harness and box will fix the problem totally.
Sep 26, at AM I know this thread is a bit older, however I am in the same boat as moose. I used
to have a trailer module hooked up, it blew so I removed it. My lights did work for a while but
now the front and rear driver side lights front marker and rear tail light are no longer working.
I've replaced the bulbs and checked all the fuses but they are still not working. I will try the
ground connection today when I get home and post back results. Oct 21, at AM I had that
problem and when I changed the whole tail light set the connectors were corroded lightly and I
had to clean them up. Everything worked fine after that. Oct 21, at PM The circuit board went on
my Ram it was doing the same thing. Once I replaced it all was well with the world again. Nov
30, at PM I kept having my left side lights go out also. Dec 29, at PM Dec 30, at PM Just so
others know - despite the left tail light fuse being listed as fuse number 23 in the handbook, it is
in fact number 7 on my KJ. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? I replaced the passenger side tail light assembly at the
first of this year. I had the same problem, the bulb melted to the inside of the tail light and
caused it to go out. There is a fin of some type inside and the bulb melts to that fin I don't
understand what the fin is for, other than maybe to circulate air inside the tail light to keep it
from getting too hot. Whatever the problem is I wish they would do something about it because
it could cause a fire melting to the inside of the whole assembly. I put my tail light on myself but
other people would have to pay ridiculous labor charges to fix the problem if they couldn't do it
themselves. This is also a safety issue because it burns your brake light out! It wasn't easy to
try and take pictures of the problem because it was down inside the tail light and I did the best I
could. I hope this helps someone else because it took me replacing the same bulb 3 different
times to figure out what was wrong. Pulled over by police for taillights being out. Replace bulbs.
Next week lights out again. Replace bulbs and find taillight housing internals broken and
touching bulb causing them to overheat. Only permanent solution is to replace entire taillight
housing on both sides. Obviously a manufacturer defect. The tail light regularly goes out and
my husband keeps getting pulled over by the police! We have shown them the numerous
receipts from these repairs. I got stopped one night following my husband home and was told
my tail light was out,the bulb was actually busted open and had gotten so hot it was melting
some of the plastic on the cover for the light. A week later my father n law asked us if we knew
our left lights were out of course we didn't since we just replaced the lights. If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 3 reports replace tailight
assembly 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Liberty problem
yet. Be the first! Find a good Jeep mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter
your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are

looking for? Search for something else:. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
October in Jeep. Post any questions, concerns or experiences about the Jeep Liberty lighting
and electrical sysetems right here. November My wife has an 02 Liberty that she loves. Been
problem free through 73, miles except for the blower control. This is a 4 position switch that
only the fourth position works on. Does anyone know if this sounds like a switch, or is it
something more complicated? If it is a switch, I can probably change it, if not probably a trip to
the dreaded dealer. I'm not sure if it was on this board or the Wrangler board but I just read
someone stating they had the same problem. Turned out to be a resistor in the circuit used by
the first three settings. The highest setting bypasses the resistor in the circuit which provides
the full fan speed. Good luck. Hey, thanks for your help, I am still not sure if this is something
that I can tackle or a dreaded dealer item. I have the same fan blower '1,2,3 switch position not
working' problem. Did you find where the defective resistor is located? I discovered a blower
relay in the box under the hood just ahead of the battery. When removing it, it also killed the 4
blower operation, so I'm on the right track. Can anyone tell if by replacing that relay will solve
the problem, or do I have to keep searching to find the resistor associated with the lower speed
blower operation. By the way, the system is developed by Johnsons Control who seem to be
favored by Chrysler. It seems like the fan blower switch problem is more common than I
thought. I have the same problem, except the 3 and 4 switch settings work on mine. I sure don't
want you digging into your dashboard on this so please check it out before following my guess
Just something to consider, though I remember working on my old '88 Chevy Beretta for a
dashboard light problem and was interested to see the back of the blower fan control switch
had different-sized resistors across the contacts on the back of the switch. Is it possible that's
where the blower fan control resistors are located? I sure wish I could remember where I read
that about a resistor controlling positions and 4 was not in series with the resistor. You might
do a search in the Wrangler board or the Liberty board I was pretty sure someone had the
answer to what you were looking for. I had the same problem, 1,2. The resistor is located behind
the glove box. Open up the glove box, then on each side, you should see the clips that stop the
glove box from opening up all the way. Squeeze them towards each other and the glove box
opens up. There was a red locking clip on the bottom, getting this to come out was the biggest
problem, it does NOT come off, just out. It took me about 30 minutes total. Mopar part number
on the bag AA. December Thanks for the help. I was able to replace this resistor in aprox 15
min. As you said the toughest part of the whole fix is the red locking clip. I broke mine in the
process of removing the old resistor. Once broken, I removed the resistor easily and used
electrical tape to tape the connector to the resistor. Oh well, heater now works perfect. Thanks
again. Thanks for the help.. Replaced and everything working fine.. This is the only place that I
found that described what, where, and how to fix.. You're right, the red clip was the hardest
January I have a Jeep Liberty, and my drivers side taillight,tag light and front marker lights all
stopped working,the turn signal and brake lights still work,anyone know what the problem is
:sick:. Im gonna go with a lose connector, happened to my buddies liberty and it was almost the
same problem, had no high beam turnsignals and rear running lights however had brakes, after
he tried to fix it himself and couldnt figure out how to replace the bulb i came over and figured it
out. What had happend is the red safty clip had either broke or fallen out, and the connector
came loose just enough to not make connection. Only the high speed works. Has anyone else
had this problem? I've had the speedometer stop working twice in my Liberty. Both times dealer
fixed it under warranty. Now it's out of warranty. Do I have a hope of getting them to fix it again
on their dime? Is this a persistent problem with Libertys? I'm also having trouble with the
blower. Now it only works at high speed. Are the two related? Yes, a few of us have. Please see
message If your a do it your self, watch out for the red clip. I found out that the Liberty has a
fuse that controls each side of the Jeep, I never t hought of checking the fuses since the
passengers side worked, my baby is back to its old self.. Just had the same problem with my
liberty. Dealer fixed under warranty. The resistor needed replacement. Nothing is wrong with the
fan switch. I believe the resistor is located behind the glove box. Empty out glove box, push in
clips on each side, the box will swing down, giving access to the lower portion of the dash,
wires, etc. OK the dealer fixed the speed sensor for the third time on his dime claiming that now
all 3 speed sensors have been changed. Are there 3 speed sensors or will there suddenly be 4
speed sensors when it is fixed the fourth time? On my Liberty is one speed sensor, placed on
the top of rear differential. I had 2x problem with it. Second time it was only broken wire direct
on this sensor. Fixed it by myself. July Hey Guys and Ladies , Here's a quick question - the
headlights on my 06 Liberty stay on after I leave the vehicle for 60 seconds. I would rather they
go off more quickly than that, say 30 seconds. I know other features are programmable, as I

turned off that annoying horn chirp when locking the doors. Anyone know how to reprogram the
headlights on interval? Any help would be appreciated. Thanks, Dave. If you turn them off
before you shut off the engine they will stay off. If you forget and shut off the engine first then
turn them off- then on -then offthey stay off. October My wife had her Liberty at the service
center yesterday and now the interior lights come on when she starts it and won't turn off any
ideas :confuse:. It happened to our daughter's Jeep Liberty. Fixed my problem. As Farout
stated, the Tech may have left it in the ON position, try one click first. My wife and I have a
Liberty and have noticed that the dash lights flash when the lights are on sporadically. Can any
one answer this. The local Jeep Dealer is useless. I have a Liberty - one of the first off the line.
This weekend, I think I blew a fuse for the interior electrical. I was driving when it happened, and
it scared the heck out of me. Has this happened to anyone else? Have you gotten help with
this? My sister's Liberty's lights momentarily flash off when she is driving with the lights on. It
is instantaneous, but very dangerous and disturbing. We wondered if the problem was similar.
The dealership has been unable to recreate the situation. Any chance it was inadvertantly
disconnected or forgotten when making repairs? I bought my '02 Liberty Limited several
months ago and have always been confused about the shifting console Is there supposed to be
a light in it, you know, so when its dark I can actually see the "R,N,D,1,2"? It has never lit up and
my husband and I just think that seems unusual. I have a Liberty. The right blinker is blinking
very slowly about once every 3 seconds. I checked all the bulb contacts for corrosion but they
all look good. According to the manual, a slow blinker indicates a low voltage, therefore
something must be restricting the current. Anyone have any ideas? You could perhaps try this
in the dark: -Check that all bulbs glow evenly and individually. When two adjacent bulbs or
filaments glow partially, one of them has lost it's ground connection. Hi, We also have a Liberty
with the same problem. It's been doing it for two years. I figure my best solution to date has
been to wait until it's a continuous versus intermittent problem. Keep us updated. February I
have a Liberty and the lower right side of my cluster is more dim than the rest of my cluster
Temp guage, Speedometer needle, from about mph to mph on speedometer. I'm trying to figure
out what's wrong. I've been told anything from a blown fuse to a blown bulb to a bad cluster.
Has anyone else had this problem and how did you fix it? Thanks for the help fixed my liberty
fan this weekend. Just wanted to pass on a couple of tips to the next guy. First unscrew the
resistor then pull it out and flip it over. There is just enough slack in the wire harness to do this.
Now the red clip is visible and you can use a flat putty knife blade to push it out and then
remove the wire harness. Second I had a tough time getting the lower resistor screew out with a
nut driver, I found it helpfull to remove the plastic cover below the glove box. Two philips
screws and it pops right out giving you access to the botom resistor screw. Then I used a small
socket wrench to get the lower resistor screw out from under the dash. Thsi was an easy fix.
Please help. All I'm trying to do is replace a bulb in the tail light of my Jeep Liberty. I've
unscrewed the two screws, but can't seem to wedge the one-piece light case from the jeep. I
thought this would be a breeze. We are expecting snow tomorrow night and I would like to take
care of this tiny problem before I get stopped and issued a ticket. Any suggestions. I just
realized I posted a message in the wrong spot. I'll start again: Please help. Note - I am NOT an
owner but a garage owner in Cairo Egypt which makes it even more difficult to trouble shoot
some of these problems. Put it on OBD II and indicated speedometer sensor - replaced one
sensor - still the same problem and was considering ordering the second sensor from the
States to see if this would solve the problem when the owner came up with a new problem. After
a few minutes - car would start up again and be good for another 5 minutes of driving - then
same problem again. Got cat to my garage and just let is sit running. After a period of time while watching - speedometer would jerk up to 10, 20 30 MPH - then back to 0. Again this would
happen until finally car would stop - no electics. After starting no problem same thing happened
after 5 minutes. OBD only indicates P - speed sensor fault. Suggestions please - and please
don't say take to the dealer as they are non-existant and worthless here. You are describing an
intermittent fault that can have several origins. Try bending and stretching all cables related to
engine management in the engine compartment and around the steering column after
re-inserting all connectors into their sockets. If it's a cabling issue you have a chance to detect
it this way. Don't forget the speed sensor rear differential and the battery lugs. This can act as a
mask during your investigation. After doing this if there is no improvement you may have to
look for broken solder joints under the ECU and speedometer connectors. March Since the
beginning of winter of course the bottom floor vent doesn't work anymore. The ventilation work
perfectly position 1 to 4 and I get plenty of air. The problem is that if I put the selector on bottom
position or bottom and front the air will get out only through the defrost vent or defrost and
front but nothing at the bottom Any idea if there is a fuse somewhere that control that or else?
Thanks Guy. Hi Guy, The flaps of the ventilation system are moved by a "vacuum logic" system.

There could be something stuck in the ventilation housing or you could have a pinched tube
somewhere. The blowing of air towards the floor is accomplished by the second and third tubes
coming from the bottom of the control. Thanks you Caribou1 for the reply Do you know any way
to access easily that part of the console? I would like to spend some time this week-end to look
into this problem but I fear that accessing that behing the console will be a nightmare I've not
done this, but read in the repair manual that you have a Phillips head screw in the recess of the
console where you can leave sunglasses. Then the cover plate decor comes off and you access
the heater control from the front. There are again 4 screws in the corners that allow you to pull
towards the cabin this element. You will know more by monday next week :shades:. I have a
Jeep Libery Limited and I just bought the module for the daytime running lights to place in the
fuse box. Does anyone know if I need a special relay for this or new headlights to go with this
module? I have looked at a lot of wb sites and I can't figure this one out. If anyone has ever tried
to replace this, can you let me know about the headlights? April Our Jeep Liberty just had this
same problem. A fuse blew and now the interior lights and radio do not work. Any replacement
fuses blow immediately. Did you find out what was caused the fuse to blow? Hi everyone. I just
purchased a 04 limited liberty. I checked the fuses and they are ok. I asked the guy I bought it
from and he said they used it alot and it worked fine. Any ideas?? Am I missing something? I
tried key on and off. The manual says it should be hot all the time but there isnt any power
there. I did check the outlet and fuses with a meter. I dont want to start tearing the dash apart till
I am sure I have to. There are several types of connectors that have a step obstacle just behind
the central "hot wire". There are also power outlets providing a peripheral contact to the cigar
lighter by a set of spring fingers. I would try a cigar lighter first by keeping it pressed. These
fingers could be squashed 'open'. June I see where this question had been asked before in Feb ,
but I did not see any answer. I have a Jeep Liberty with a bad Tailight Bulb. I can not get the one
piece Exterior Tailight Lens off the Vehicle. If you remove the two screws on the Left side, the
Lens will not unhinge
2002 pontiac bonneville fuse box diagram
2010 mazda 3 parts diagram
vw 28 v6 engine
from the Right Side. Is there a Secret to get to the Bulb? One would think that replacing a Bulb
shouldn't call for a Trip to the Dealer. Appreciate any Advice. The plastic cover slides out in the
perpendicular plane of the screws. On mine, all 4 bulbs are the same, so you can "loose" a
backup or fog light to "recover" a stop or blinker light. My Liberty Sport has started losing
power to the gauges and all the dash board lights then quickly turning back on, all while I'm
driving. This will happen many times while I drive my 30 mile commute home. Basically, the
dash board is acting as if I turned the car off lights off, gauges off and then back on with all of
the indicator lights the oil light, seat belt light, brake light, etc. All this is happening while I'm
driving. Also, whatever is going on is effecting my tripometer and odometer. When the
dashboard flicks off then back on the tripometer starts over at 3. Any thoughts or suggestions
what it might be? Sign In or Register to comment.

